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A scientist's manifesto addressing a soil loss crisis accelerated by poor
conservation practices and climate change
Wilderness and the American Mind - Roderick Nash 2001
A study of America's changing attitude toward wilderness, discussing
efforts to protect the Alaskan wilderness, trends in wilderness
management, and the international perspective.
So Shall You Reap - Otto Solbrig 1994
So Shall You Reap is a broad-gauged exploration of the intersections of
farming and history. Beginning with the prehistorical era, Otto and
Dorothy Solbrig describe the evolution of farming. When and how did
people learn to irrigate, to fertilize, to rotate their crops -- and why?
Along with its fundamental importance to history, farming has radically
altered the physical world. Natural landscapes have been completely
transformed to provide room for growth on a large scale of a few species
of plants and even fewer species of domesticated animals. Agriculture
has altered the earth's biosphere and changed its geosphere: The soil has
been modified, forests have been felled, swamps have been drained,
rivers have been dammed and diverted. So Shall You Reap presents a
fresh and informed perspective on how farming and the crops we grow
have changed us and our environment. By understanding the nature of
the origins and evolution of agriculture, we will be better prepared to
anticipate what the future may hold in store, and what must be done to
increase food production while minimizing environmental problems.
The Meaning Of Sports - Michael Mandelbaum 2004-06
Describes how the origins and development of the three major
professional team sports in the United States have reflected human
psychological needs and social and economic changes in the United
States.
Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature William Cronon 1996-10
Essays by revisionist historians, scientists, and cultural critics explore
the connection between nature and American culture, analyzing how it is
packaged and presented at places such as Sea World and the Nature
Company stores
Loving Nature - James A. Nash 1991
The ecological crisis is a serious challenge to Christian theology and
ethics because the crisis is rooted partly in flawed convictions about the
rights and powers of humankind in relation to the rest of the natural
world. James A. Nash argues that Christianity can draw on a rich
theological and ethical tradition with which to confront this challenge.
Mistaking Africa - Curtis Keim 2018-04-17
For many Americans the mention of Africa immediately conjures up
images of safaris, ferocious animals, strangely dressed "tribesmen," and
impenetrable jungles. Although the occasional newspaper headline
mentions authoritarian rule, corruption, genocide, devastating illnesses,
or civil war in Africa, the collective American consciousness still carries
strong mental images of Africa that are reflected in advertising, movies,
amusement parks, cartoons, and many other corners of society. Few
think to question these perceptions or how they came to be so deeply
lodged in American minds. Mistaking Africa looks at the historical
evolution of this mind-set and examines the role that popular media plays
in its creation. The authors address the most prevalent myths and
preconceptions and demonstrate how these prevent a true understanding
of the enormously diverse peoples and cultures of Africa.Updated
throughout, the fourth edition covers the entire continent (North and
sub-Saharan Africa) and provides new analysis of topics such as social
media and the Internet, the Ebola crisis, celebrity aid, and the Arab
Spring. Mistaking Africa is an important book for African studies courses
and for anyone interested in unravelling American misperceptions about
the continent.
A Dream of the Judgment Day - John Howard Smith 2021
"The End is near! This phrase, so well known in the contemporary United

Observation Points - Thomas Patin 2012
A new understanding of visual rhetoric offers unique insights into issues
of representation and identity
Camping and Woodcraft - Horace Kephart 1916
Landscapes of Exclusion - William E O'Brien 2022-03
During the 1930s, the state park movement and the National Park
Service expanded public access to scenic American places, especially
during the era of the New Deal. However, under severe Jim Crow
restrictions in the South, African Americans were routinely and officially
denied entrance to these supposedly shared sites. Landscapes of
Exclusion presents the first-ever study of segregation in southern state
parks, underscoring the profound disparity that persisted for decades in
the Jim Crow South.
The Frontiersmen - Allen W. Eckert 2011
The frontiersmen were a remarkable breed of men. They were often
rough and illiterate, sometimes brutal and vicious, often seeking an
escape in the wilderness of mid-America from crimes committed back
east. In the beautiful but deadly country which would one day come to be
known as West Virginia, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois,
more often than not they left their bones to bleach beside forest paths or
on the banks of the Ohio River, victims of Indians who claimed the vast
virgin territory and strove to turn back the growing tide of whites. These
frontiersmen are the subjects of Allan W. Eckert's dramatic history.
Against the background of such names as George Rogers Clark, Daniel
Boone, Arthur St. Clair, Anthony Wayne, Simon Girty and William Henry
Harrison, Eckert has recreated the life of one of America's most
outstanding heroes, Simon Kenton. Kenton's role in opening the
Northwest Territory to settlement more than rivaled that of his friend
Daniel Boone. By his eighteenth birthday, Kenton had already won
frontier renown as woodsman, fighter and scout. His incredible physical
strength and endurance, his great dignity and innate kindness made him
the ideal prototype of the frontier hero. Yet there is another story to The
Frontiersmen. It is equally the story of one of history's greatest leaders,
whose misfortune was to be born to a doomed cause and a dying race.
Tecumseh, the brilliant Shawnee chief, welded together by the sheer
force of his intellect and charisma an incredible Indian confederacy that
came desperately close to breaking the thrust of the white man's
westward expansion. Like Kenton, Tecumseh was the paragon of his
people's virtues, and the story of his life, in Allan Eckert's hands, reveals
most profoundly the grandeur and the tragedy of the American Indian.
No less importantly, The Frontiersmen is the story of wilderness America
itself, its penetration and settlement, and it is Eckert's particular grace
to be able to evoke life and meaning from the raw facts of this story. In
The Frontiersmen not only do we care about our long-forgotten fathers,
we live again with them.
The Moral Foundations of Politics - Ian Shapiro 2012-10-30
When do governments merit our allegiance, and when should they be
denied it? Ian Shapiro explores this most enduring of political dilemmas
in this innovative and engaging book. Building on his highly popular Yale
courses, Professor Shapiro evaluates the main contending accounts of
the sources of political legitimacy. Starting with theorists of the
Enlightenment, he examines the arguments put forward by utilitarians,
Marxists, and theorists of the social contract. Next he turns to the antiEnlightenment tradition that stretches from Edmund Burke to
contemporary post-modernists. In the last part of the book Shapiro
examines partisans and critics of democracy from Plato’s time until our
own. He concludes with an assessment of democracy’s strengths and
limitations as the font of political legitimacy. The book offers a lucid and
accessible introduction to urgent ongoing conversations about the
sources of political allegiance.
A World Without Soil - Jo Handelsman 2021
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States, invokes images of manic self-proclaimed prophets of doom
standing on street corners shouting their warnings and predictions to
amused or indifferent passers-by. However, such proclamations have
long been a feature of the American cultural landscape, and were never
exclusively the domain of wild-eyed fanatics. A Dream of Judgment Day
describes the origins and development of American apocalypticism and
millennialism from the beginnings of English colonization of North
America in the early 1600s through the formation of the United States
and its travails in the nineteenth century. It explores the reasons why
varieties of millennialism are an essential component of American
exceptionalism, and focuses upon the nation's early history to better
establish how millennialism and apocalypticism are the keys to
understanding early American history and religious identity. This
sweeping history of eschatological thought in early America
encompasses not just traditional and non-traditional Christian beliefs in
the end of the world, but also how American Indians and African
Americans have likewise been influenced by, and expressed, those beliefs
in unique ways"-Indian Creek Chronicles - Pete Fromm 2003-10-17
The author relates his experiences when he took a job with the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game to watch millions of salmon eggs one
winter in an isolated area of the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness. Reprint.
10,000 first printing.
The Future of Nature - Libby Robin 2013-10-22
This anthology provides an historical overview of the scientific ideas
behind environmental prediction and how, as predictions about
environmental change have been taken more seriously and widely, they
have affected politics, policy, and public perception. Through an array of
texts and commentaries that examine the themes of progress, population,
environment, biodiversity and sustainability from a global perspective, it
explores the meaning of the future in the twenty-first century. Providing
access and reference points to the origins and development of key
disciplines and methods, it will encourage policy makers, professionals,
and students to reflect on the roots of their own theories and practices.
Keeping the Wild - George Wuerthner 2014-05-06
Is it time to embrace the so-called “Anthropocene”—the age of human
dominion—and to abandon tried-and-true conservation tools such as
parks and wilderness areas? Is the future of Earth to be fully
domesticated, an engineered global garden managed by technocrats to
serve humanity? The schism between advocates of rewilding and those
who accept and even celebrate a “post-wild” world is arguably the
hottest intellectual battle in contemporary conservation. In Keeping the
Wild, a group of prominent scientists, writers, and conservation activists
responds to the Anthropocene-boosters who claim that wild nature is no
more (or in any case not much worth caring about), that human-caused
extinction is acceptable, and that “novel ecosystems” are an adequate
replacement for natural landscapes. With rhetorical fists swinging, the
book’s contributors argue that these “new environmentalists” embody
the hubris of the managerial mindset and offer a conservation strategy
that will fail to protect life in all its buzzing, blossoming diversity. With
essays from Eileen Crist, David Ehrenfeld, Dave Foreman, Lisi Krall,
Harvey Locke, Curt Meine, Kathleen Dean Moore, Michael Soulé, Terry
Tempest Williams and other leading thinkers, Keeping the Wild provides
an introduction to this important debate, a critique of the Anthropocene
boosters’ attack on traditional conservation, and unapologetic advocacy
for wild nature.
Wilderness Management - John C. Hendee 1978

irrationality, collectivism, and socialistic thinking and economics.
Technological advancement is now carefully planned (when it is allowed
to occur at all) and the concept of individuality has been eliminated.
Breathing Space - Gregg Mitman 2008-10-01
Allergy is the sixth leading cause of chronic illness in the United States.
More than fifty million Americans suffer from allergies, and they spend
an estimated $18 billion coping with them. Yet despite advances in
biomedicine and enormous investment in research over the past fifty
years, the burden of allergic disease continues to grow. Why have we
failed to reverse this trend? Breathing Space offers an intimate portrait
of how allergic disease has shaped American culture, landscape, and life.
Drawing on environmental, medical, and cultural history and the life
stories of people, plants, and insects, Mitman traces how America’s
changing environment from the late 1800s to the present day has led to
the epidemic growth of allergic disease. We have seen a never-ending
stream of solutions to combat allergies, from hay fever resorts,
herbicides, and air-conditioned homes to numerous potions and pills.
But, as Mitman shows, despite the quest for a magic bullet, none of the
attempted solutions has succeeded. Until we address how our changing
environment—physical, biological, social, and economic—has helped to
create America’s allergic landscape, that hoped-for success will continue
to elude us.
Water in the 21st-century West - Char Miller 2009
Water in the 21st-Century West offers a timely look at the central issue
facing the American West—the region’s diminishing water supply. It
collects the best reporting on the subject, drawn from the pages of High
Country News, the newspaper that sets the standard for coverage of
environmental issues in the West. This book provides compelling
perspectives on the water issues and controversies that roil the region,
from the Pacific Northwest to the Great Plains, from the interior
mountains to the southwestern deserts. The book’s contributors—among
them activists, scholars, scientists, and many of the nation’s finest
environmental journalists—offer hardhitting analyses of regional
dilemmas, including the unpredictable impact of climate change; intense
debates over decommissioning dams; emerging Native American water
power; toxic threats to groundwater quality; and the escalating urban
demands for water in Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Denver, Salt Lake City,
and the Bay Area. Water in the 21st-Century West captures the range
and nature of the arguments that have defined water politics in the
region over the past decade. The collection probes the issues and
explores creative attempts to find solutions, bringing a focus and clarity
to the most contentious environmental issue the West faces. Water in the
21st-Century West will be an essential primer in assessing and mapping
the West’s water future.
Should Trees Have Standing? - Christopher D. Stone 2010-04-07
Originally published in 1972, Should Trees Have Standing? was a
rallying point for the then burgeoning environmental movement,
launching a worldwide debate on the basic nature of legal rights that
reached the U.S. Supreme Court. Now, in the 35th anniversary edition of
this remarkably influential book, Christopher D. Stone updates his
original thesis and explores the impact his ideas have had on the courts,
the academy, and society as a whole. At the heart of the book is an
eminently sensible, legally sound, and compelling argument that the
environment should be granted legal rights. For the new edition, Stone
explores a variety of recent cases and current events--and related topics
such as climate change and protecting the oceans--providing a thoughtful
survey of the past and an insightful glimpse at the future of the
environmental movement. This enduring work continues to serve as the
definitive statement as to why trees, oceans, animals, and the
environment as a whole should be bestowed with legal rights, so that the
voiceless elements in nature are protected for future generations.
Media and the American Mind - Daniel J. Czitrom 2010-02-03
In a fascinating and comprehensive intellectual history of modern
communication in America, Daniel Czitrom examines the continuing
contradictions between the progressive possibilities that new
communications technologies offer and their use as instruments of
domination and exploitation.
A Wilderness So Immense - Jon Kukla 2009-09-23
In A Wilderness so Immense, historian Jon Kukla recounts the fascinating
tale of the personal maneuverings, political posturing, and international
intrigue that culminated in the greatest land deal in history. Spanning
nearly two decades, Kukla’s book brings to life a pageant of characters
from Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, and John Jay, to Napoleon and
Carlos III of Spain and other colorful figures. Employing letters,
memoirs, contemporary documents, and a host of other sources, Kukla

ANTHEM - Ayn Rand 2021-01-01
Hailed by The New York Times as "a compelling dystopian look at
paranoia from one of the most unique and perceptive writers of our
time," this brief, captivating novel offers a cautionary tale. The story
unfolds within a society in which all traces of individualism have been
eliminated from every aspect of life — use of the word "I" is a capital
offense. The hero, a rebel who discovers that man's greatest moral duty
is the pursuit of his own happiness, embodies the values the author
embraced in her personal philosophy of objectivism: reason, ethics,
volition, and individualism. Anthem anticipates the themes Ayn Rand
explored in her later masterpieces, The Fountainhead and Atlas
Shrugged. Publisher's Weekly acclaimed it as "a diamond in the rough,
often dwarfed by the superstar company it keeps with the author's more
popular work, but every bit as gripping, daring, and powerful." Anthem is
a dystopian fiction novella by Ayn Rand, written in 1937 and first
published in 1938 in England. It takes place at some unspecified future
date when mankind has entered another dark age characterized by
wilderness-and-the-american-mind-4th-edition
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creates a complete and compelling account of the Louisiana Purchase.
From the hinterlands in Kentucky to the courts of Spain, France, and
England to the halls of Congress, he re-creates the forces and
personalities that turned a struggle for navigation rights on the
Mississippi into an event that doubled the size of the country and altered
the destiny of the United States forever.
The Sign Of The Beaver - Elizabeth George Speare 1983-04-27
A 1984 Newbery Honor Book Although he faces responsibility bravely,
thirteen-year-old Matt is more than a little apprehensive when his father
leaves him alone to guard their new cabin in the wilderness. When a
renegade white stranger steals his gun, Matt realizes he has no way to
shoot game or to protect himself. When Matt meets Attean, a boy in the
Beaver clan, he begins to better understand their way of life and their
growing problem in adapting to the white man and the changing frontier.
Elizabeth George Speare’s Newbery Honor-winning survival story is
filled with wonderful detail about living in the wilderness and the
relationships that formed between settlers and natives in the 1700s. Now
with an introduction by Joseph Bruchac.
The Mormon Image in the American Mind - J.B. Haws 2013-12
What do Americans think about Mormons - and why do they think what
they do? This is a story where the Osmonds, the Olympics, the
Tabernacle Choir, Evangelical Christians, the Equal Rights Amendment,
Sports Illustrated, and even Miss America all figure into the equation.
The book is punctuated by the presidential campaigns of George and Mitt
Romney, four decades apart. A survey of the past half-century reveals a
growing tension inherent in the public's views of Mormons and the
public's views of the religion that inspires that body.
Nature and the American - Hans Huth 1990-01-01
Hans Huth was for many years Curator of Decorative Arts at the Art
Institute of Chicago and a consultant for the U.S. National Park Service.
For this new Bison Book edition, Douglas H. Strong has written an
introduction discussing recent developments in the environmental
movement and the contribution of Nature and the American to the
burgeoning crusade for nature.
The Promise of Wilderness - James Morton Turner 2012-08-01
From Denali's majestic slopes to the Great Swamp of central New Jersey,
protected wilderness areas make up nearly twenty percent of the parks,
forests, wildlife refuges, and other public lands that cover a full fourth of
the nation's territory. But wilderness is not only a place. It is also one of
the most powerful and troublesome ideas in American environmental
thought, representing everything from sublime beauty and patriotic
inspiration to a countercultural ideal and an overextension of
government authority. The Promise of Wilderness examines how the idea
of wilderness has shaped the management of public lands since the
passage of the Wilderness Act in 1964. Wilderness preservation has
engaged diverse groups of citizens, from hunters and ranchers to wildlife
enthusiasts and hikers, as political advocates who have leveraged the
resources of local and national groups toward a common goal. Turner
demonstrates how these efforts have contributed to major shifts in
modern American environmental politics, which have emerged not just in
reaction to a new generation of environmental concerns, such as
environmental justice and climate change, but also in response to
changed debates over old conservation issues, such as public lands
management. He also shows how battles over wilderness protection have
influenced American politics more broadly, fueling disputes over the
proper role of government, individual rights, and the interests of rural
communities; giving rise to radical environmentalism; and playing an
important role in the resurgence of the conservative movement,
especially in the American West. Watch the book trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsq-6LAeYKk
Billionaire Wilderness - Justin Farrell 2021-03-02
"Billionaire Wilderness offers an unprecedented look inside the world of
the ultra-wealthy and their relationship to the natural world, showing
how the ultra-rich use nature to resolve key predicaments in their lives.
Justin Farrell immerses himself in Teton County, Wyoming--both the
richest county in the United States and the county with the nation's
highest level of income inequality--to investigate interconnected
questions about money, nature, and community in the twenty-first
century. Farrell draws on three years of in-depth interviews with
"ordinary" millionaires and the world's wealthiest billionaires, four years
of in-person observation in the community, and original quantitative data
to provide comprehensive and unique analytical insight on the ultrawealthy. He also interviewed low-income workers who could speak to
their experiences as employees for and members of the community with
these wealthy people. He finds that the wealthy leverage nature to climb
wilderness-and-the-american-mind-4th-edition

even higher on the socioeconomic ladder, and they use their engagement
with nature and rural people as a way of creating more virtuous and
deserving versions of themselves. Billionaire Wilderness demonstrates
that our contemporary understanding of the relationship between the
ultra-wealthy and the environment is empirically shallow, and our
reliance on reports of national economic trends distances us from the
real experiences of these people and their local communities"-King's Dream - Eric J. Sundquist 2009-01-06
“Sundquist’s careful, thoughtful study unearths new and fascinating
evidence of the rhetorical traditions in King’s speech.”—Drew D. Hansen,
author of The Dream: Martin Luther King, Jr., and the Speech That
Inspired a Nation “I have a dream”—no words are more widely
recognized, or more often repeated, than those called out from the steps
of the Lincoln Memorial by Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1963. King’s
speech, elegantly structured and commanding in tone, has become
shorthand not only for his own life but for the entire civil rights
movement. In this new exploration of the “I Have a Dream” speech, Eric
J. Sundquist places it in the history of American debates about racial
justice—debates as old as the nation itself—and demonstrates how the
speech, an exultant blend of grand poetry and powerful elocution,
perfectly expressed the story of African American freedom. This book is
the first to set King’s speech within the cultural and rhetorical traditions
on which the civil rights leader drew in crafting his oratory, as well as its
essential historical contexts, from the early days of the republic through
present-day Supreme Court rulings. At a time when the meaning of the
speech has been obscured by its appropriation for every conceivable
cause, Sundquist clarifies the transformative power of King’s “Second
Emancipation Proclamation” and its continuing relevance for
contemporary arguments about equality. “The [‘I Have a Dream’] speech
and all that surrounds it—background and consequences—are brought
magnificently to life . . . In this book he gives us drama and emotion, a
powerful sense of history combined with illuminating scholarship.”—The
New York Times Book Review (Editor’s Choice)
Wine in the Wilderness - Alice Childress 1969
The story of Bill Jameson, an artist in a Harlem apartment, who's
working on a triptych which will represent black womanhood.
Fundamentals of Project Management - James P. Lewis 2002
Updated concepts and tools to set up project plans, schedule work,
monitor progress-and consistently achieve desired project results.In
today's time-based and cost-conscious global business environment, tight
project deadlines and stringent expectations are the norm. This classic
book provides businesspeople with an excellent introduction to project
management, supplying sound, basic information (along with updated
tools and techniques) to understand and master the complexities and
nuances of project management. Clear and down-to-earth, this step-bystep guide explains how to effectively spearhead every stage of a projectfrom developing the goals and objectives to managing the project teamand make project management work in any company. This updated
second edition includes: * New material on the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) * Do's and don'ts of implementing
scheduling software* Coverage of the PMP certification offered by the
Project Management Institute* Updated information on developing
problem statements and mission statements* Techniques for
implementing today's project management technologies in any
organization-in any industry.
Voyageurs - Margaret Elphinstone 2014-10-07
A Quaker’s faith is tested during the War of 1812 in this “stunning work
of historical fiction” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). Mark Greenhow, a
naive and peaceful Quaker, lands on the shores of North America on the
eve of the War of 1812, thinking only of finding the missing sister, a
missionary whose adventurous spirit he has always admired. His pursuit
begins by hitching a ride with the voyageurs who have canoed the rivers,
transporting the tons of furs that feed the trade that has made the region
a battleground of the French and British empires. Though Mark enters
this brave new world with his conscience clean and his convictions
sound, his encounters with a place and people he never could have
imagined test his rigid upbringing. The backwoods of Canada have
certainly led his sister astray; she has been excommunicated from the
Society of Friends for running off with a non-Quaker. After her child is
stillborn she runs again, deep into Indian country. On this increasingly
desperate search, Mark finds himself among spies and domestic
warriors, displaced natives, infidels, and the pious each engaged in their
own battles to maintain their particular way of life. With Elphinstone’s
crisp and effortless prose, coupled with her riveting, organic way with
description, her fully drawn characters, and the history of the region, she
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“brings the landscapes and peoples of 1800s Canada back to thrilling life
in her pacy, colorful and intelligent epic: the finest trip along these rivers
since Brian Moore’s great Black Robe” (The Independent).
Wasteland - Vittoria Di Palma 2014-08-26
In an eloquent history of landscape and land use, Vittoria Di Palma takes
on the “anti-picturesque”—how landscapes that elicit fear and disgust
have shaped our conceptions of beauty and the sublime.
Is Wildness Over? - Paul Wapner 2020-04-03
Wildness was once integral to our ancestor’s lives as they struggled to
survive in an unpredictable environment. Today, most of us live in
relative stability insulated from the vicissitudes of nature. Wildness is
over, right? Wrong, argues leading environmental scholar Paul Wapner.
Wildness may have disappeared from our immediate lives, but it’s been
catapulted up to the global level. The planet itself has gone into spasm calving glaciers, wildfires, heatwaves, mass extinction, and rising oceans
all represent the new face of wildness. Rejecting paths offered by
geoengineering and de-extinction to bring the Earth under control,
Wapner calls instead for ‘rewilding’. This involves relinquishing the
desire for comfort at all costs and welcoming greater uncertainty into
our own lives. To save ourselves from global ruin, it is time to stop
sanitizing and exerting mastery over the world and begin living humbly
in it.
Into the Wild - Jon Krakauer 2009-09-22
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person
mystery while unraveling the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of
the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk
activities to young men of a certain cast of mind; the complex, charged
bond between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending
drama of human yearning." —New York Times In April 1992 a young man
from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the
wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. He had given $25,000 in savings to
charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the
cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later,
his decomposed body was found by a moose hunter. How Christopher
Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the
Wild. Immediately after graduating from college in 1991, McCandless
had roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those
made by his heroes Jack London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he
abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his
cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and,
unencumbered by money and belongings, he would be free to wallow in
the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank
spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the maps away. Leaving
behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon
Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism through which he reassembles the
disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that
borders on obsession, he searches for the clues to the drives and desires
that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn
out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines
and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is said to
have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from
being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer brings McCandless's
uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity,
and renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are illuminated
with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality.
Mesmerizing, heartbreaking, Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power
and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page.
Preserving Nature in the National Parks - Richard West Sellars
2009-01-01
This book traces the epic clash of values between traditional sceneryand-tourism management and emerging ecological concepts in the
national parks, America's most treasured landscapes. It spans the period
from the creation of Yellowstone National Park in 1872 to near the
present, analyzing the management of fires, predators, elk, bear, and
other natural phenomena in parks such as Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand
Canyon, and Great Smoky Mountains. Based largely on original
documents never before researched, this is the most thorough history of
the national parks ever written. Focusing on the decades after the
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National Park Service was established in 1916, the author reveals the
dynamics of policy formulation and change, as landscape architects,
foresters, wildlife biologists, and other Park Service professionals
contended for dominance and shaped the attitudes and culture of the
Service. The book provides a fresh look at the national parks and an
analysis of why the Service has not responded in full faith to the
environmental concerns of recent times. Richard West Sellars, a
historian with the National Park Service, has become uniquely familiar
with the history, culture, and dynamics of the Service?including its
biases, internal alliances and rivalries, self-image, folklore, and rhetoric.
The book will prove indispensable for environmental and governmental
specialists and for general readers seeking an in-depth analysis of one of
America's most admired federal bureaus.
Nature's Altars - Susan R. Schrepfer 2005
Book Review
Wilderness and the American Mind - Roderick Frazier Nash
2014-01-28
A study of America's changing attitude toward wilderness, discussing
efforts to protect the Alaskan wilderness, trends in wilderness
management, and the international perspective.
Fire Along the Sky - Sara Donati 2004-08-31
With epic sweep and breathtaking adventure, Sara Donati’s bestselling
saga of an Early American family’s struggle for survival in the Northeast
wilderness continues with the story of an indomitable woman and an
unforgettable journey of redemption across a young nation threatened by
the flames of war. The year is 1812 and Hannah Bonner has returned to
her family’s mountain cabin in Paradise. But Nathaniel and Elizabeth
Bonner can see that Hannah is not the same woman as when she left. For
their daughter has come home without her husband and without her
son…and with a story of loss and tragedy that she can’t bear to tell. Yet
as Hannah resumes her duties as a gifted healer among the sick and
needy, she finds that she is also slowly healing herself. Little does she
realize that she is about to be called away to face her greatest challenge
ever. As autumn approaches, news of the latest conflict with Britain finds
the young men of Paradise—including eighteen-year-old Daniel
Bonner—eager to take up arms. Against their better judgment, Nathaniel
and Elizabeth must let him go, just as they must let his twin sister Lily, a
stubborn beauty, pursue her independence in Montreal. But on the eve of
the War of 1812, an unexpected guest arrives from Scotland: It is the
Bonners’ distant cousin, the newly widowed Jennet Scott of
Carryckcastle. Far from home, Lily and Jennet will each learn the price of
pursuing their dreams and the possibility of true love. But it’s Hannah
herself who must risk everything once more—this time to save Daniel,
who’s been taken prisoner by the British. As the distant thunder of war
threatens Paradise, Hannah may learn to live—and maybe love—again in
one final act of courage, duty, and sacrifice. A gifted writer, a master
storyteller, and a first-rate historian, Sara Donati has written a powerful,
poignant, and movingly romantic novel that chronicles the lives and
adventures of a family as compelling and unforgettable as any in
American fiction.
The Rise of the American Conservation Movement - Dorceta E. Taylor
2016-08-05
In this sweeping social history Dorceta E. Taylor examines the
emergence and rise of the multifaceted U.S. conservation movement
from the mid-nineteenth to the early twentieth century. She shows how
race, class, and gender influenced every aspect of the movement,
including the establishment of parks; campaigns to protect wild game,
birds, and fish; forest conservation; outdoor recreation; and the
movement's links to nineteenth-century ideologies. Initially led by white
urban elites—whose early efforts discriminated against the lower class
and were often tied up with slavery and the appropriation of Native
lands—the movement benefited from contributions to policy making,
knowledge about the environment, and activism by the poor and working
class, people of color, women, and Native Americans. Far-ranging and
nuanced, The Rise of the American Conservation Movement
comprehensively documents the movement's competing motivations,
conflicts, problematic practices, and achievements in new ways.
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